COMPLETE SIMPLIFIED SOLUTION: ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM

Welcome to The Realm, here you will find a complete and simplified addiction recovery
solution - nothing too hard, no exhaustive books, no lengthy reading, just a very simplistic means
of recovery that works very well. Featuring numerous state of the art products, cutting edge
books and a forum, all geared towards your recovery from addiction. Specifically designed to
recondition your entire mind creating a new you; The Pro-Sober You … So what does being
Pro-Sober mean? It means that you know better than to abuse a substance for the high without
any medical need and refers to a stubborn ability to maintain sobriety because of a strictly prosober belief system. Where as the basis for any substance addiction is simply an addict belief
system. So if you want to change the result - change the cause. Your beliefs are the cause and it
is something that you CAN do something about (right now). Resisting your desires however does
not necessarily change your beliefs. O.K. let me repeat that just to make sure you don’t miss this
crucial point: Resisting your desires does not necessarily change your beliefs. O.K. good I hope
people got that, that time. So because addiction is largely caused by an addict belief system, once
that is resolved there is no addiction, everything else will fall away and the actual quitting part
will “happen” by default. But changing our beliefs is not necessarily easy to do especially since a
lot of our beliefs are actually subconscious and we are not really even aware of them. What is
needed is an effective means of reprogramming our belief system. The method available at this
web site is a very effective means of changing your belief system and takes considerable time to
achieve (about 6-12 months or longer) but is a much faster method (compared with many other
methods available today) of mastering addiction none the less, allowing you to completely end
your internal conflict. This is crucial ask your self: “What is the point of quitting if I’ll always
want to use?” Here, I’ll answer your question: “NONE.” Listen there is no point in simply
fighting your self, what is needed is a means of rethinking your entire mindset so you literally
don’t have any more desires to use and therefore nothing to resist, so your recovery when it does
eventually happen is completely genuine. Look I don’t want you to master the art of being fake I
want you to find your own reasons, your own truth. Because guess what? It is there some where
waiting to be found. People can get attached to all sorts of limiting beliefs and they will almost
always think that it makes perfect sense right? Of course that’s why they call it a belief, but if
you can’t change you’re missing out on something more than just a new opinion or perspective
you’re actually missing out on evolution itself. So it just so happens to be that we learn by
making a lot of mistakes obviously and using is a great example (of that) but we have to be
willing to change and not live our entire life like a computer glitch doing the same thing over and
over. I see it all the time people identify with their ingrained beliefs (even if they are
disempowering beliefs) and they refuse to let go. But if they did, something magical would
happen; they would grow into a greater self and a greater life. And that greater life is just around
the corner waiting for you (the new you) right now. Welcome to a world of genuine sobriety, to
get started keep reading the info on this page. Then do steps 1 through 7 of the program. Soon
you will change (for the better), fully becoming Pro-Sober, fully realizing your recovery from
addiction and let me give you my word; that by the time you are done with the entire program
you will never be the same ever again …
Your friend in recovery,
Douglas Bodaczewski
Addiction Expert / Author
Founder of www.therealmofdouglas.com

